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Introduction

from

FEPORT

President

Bringing global emissions down to a sustainable level is one top priority that

has to be addressed in the 21st century. The European Union has recognised

this through its ambitious targets for reductions in emissions over the coming

years.

As an industry, terminal operators and cargo handling companies are

committed to taking the necessary measures to reach these European Union

targets.

Within FEPORT, we consider that sustainability is made up of three key

Mr.

Gunther

Bonz

President of FEPORT

pillars: What we do to for our companies and people, what we do for our

customers and what we do for society in general. We believe that terminal

operators are engaging on these three dimensions.

This publication aims to display how terminals have been and are proactive in

this endeavour.

FEPORT members are constantly investing in innovative solutions to

minimise the impact of cargo handling operations, and those using their

services, on local neighbourhoods and eco-systems.

Terminal Operators are investing millions of Euros in sustainable equipment.

They are training their employees to perform environmentally friendly

operations in terminals. They are working with their partners along logistics

chains i.e. with road hauliers, combined transport operators and inland

waterways to minimize the effects of cargo handling and transport operations

and improve the “intermodality footprint”.

Given the fact that the pollution originating from terminal operations

accounts for less than 10% (1) (2) of total emissions in ports, terminal operators

are perfectly aware that they cannot solve problems of pollution alone, but

remain confident that other parties of the chain will also take their

responsibilities seriously.

We hope this testimonial will be informative and raise awareness for the

many good practices being taken by terminal operators to help make port

operations, and our planet, sustainable for future generations.

(1) Merk, O. (2014), “Shipping Emissions in Ports”, International Transport Forum Discussion Papers,

2014/20, OECD Publishing, Paris, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5jrw1ktc83r1-en

(2) Sustainable Logistics for Europe, The Role of Ports; Panteia, Research to progress, Zoetermeer,

May 24, 2016
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Introduction

and

from

FEPORT

Security

Environment,

Committee

Safety

Chair

Carbon emission reductions have been one of the major points of discussion

within the FEPORT Environment, Safety and Security Committee during

my tenure as Committee Chair. Committee members are working together to

convert environmental challenges into innovative solutions.

Major global container terminal operators, have, for instance, displayed a

huge commitment to develop a commonly agreed methodology for

calculating their carbon emissions. I am happy to state that this methodology

is commonly used by the major container terminal operators throughout the

world, and we are active in looking to expand its use. This methodology will

be presented in detail in this document.

Mr.

Daniele

Ciulli

Chair of FEPORT Environment,

Safety and Security Committee

This publication will also show the positive steps taken by FEPORT members

to play their part in the greening of the energy supply chain. This is best

displayed through the production of wind and solar energy by terminals

for their own use. Terminals are also actively taking steps to green their

fleets through the use of alternative fuels such as electric vehicles.

Terminal operators and cargo handling companies have also been taking

positive steps to use energy as efficiently as possible. FEPORT members are

constantly looking into new, innovative ways to get the most out of the

energy they consume.

Finally, it needs to be reaffirmed that port terminals do not exist in a

vacuum, and that they share their space with local communities and vibrant

eco-systems. For this reason, terminals have a responsibility to ensure their

operations are carried out as sustainably as possible.

A lot has been done but we need to do more. We are ready to build on and

capitalize on terminal operators’ environmental friendly initiatives. In other

words, it is important that H2020 calls are open to terminal operators who

want to engage even more. The inclusion in the Commission Call for

Proposals under Horizon 2020 (2017) of the topic: "The Port of the Future" is

certainly a first positive step.

Indeed, providing funding for research and innovative actions to allow

multi-modal optimised cost-effective and flexible operations inside the

terminal and in the wider port area represents in itself an acknowledgement

that terminals will play an important role in the performance of the ports of

the future. FEPORT members are

committed to engage in this direction.
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Decarbonisation

of

Port

Operations

1. Carbon Emission Reductions

Introduction

The reduction of carbon emissions is one of the major challenges facing all sectors of society, including the transport

sector. This has been recognised by national governments and European institutions as a key challenge to be tackled.

The EU has set a target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 20% compared to 1990 figures by 2020, 40% compared

to 1990 figures by 2030 and 80-95% compared to 1990 figures by 2050. To ensure that future generations can inherit a

world in which sustainable development is possible, it is crucial that all actors within the logistics chain coordinate and

take their responsibility to reduce carbon emissions seriously.

Terminal operators have taken this responsibility to reduce carbon emissions seriously through the development of a

common methodology for calculation carbon emissions. The methodology (EEEG/FEPORT Guidance for Greenhouse

Gas Emission Footprinting) elaborates how terminals can calculate their emissions over a set period of time. Thereby,

terminals will get a stable set of data on which concrete actions to reduce carbon emissions can be based and measured.
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cannot

does
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equipment
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The
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not

(for

terminal

can

terminal.

works?

All terminals using the EEEG/FEPORT will calculate

CO2 emissions in a harmonized way. That being said,

all terminals are free to expand their calculation

methodology beyond the EEEG/FEPORT guidelines if

they so wish. This will depend on the activities of

individual terminals. The EEEG/FEPORT guidelines

are built upon the basic operations of all terminal

For container terminals, the common denominator

is the “number of boxes entering and leaving the

terminal”. The methodology is utilised by dividing

the total terminal emissions by the total number of

containers entering and exiting a port in a year. This

gives the total figure for a terminals total emissions

per container handled (kgCO2e/box). The

methodology is applicable to other cargo types,

operators.

subject to the establishment of a common

denominator. This task is best left to experts in the

The guidelines focus solely on handling equipment.

Emissions from handling equipment are the sole

consideration given that handling equipment covers

95% of the emission. Terminal operators believe it is

respective cargo types (for instance; the common

denominator for container terminals

by the leading international

was devised

container terminal

operators).

best to focus energy on the greatest source of

emissions rather than to enter into an

exercise on all

emissions (for instance; including buildings) which
Terminals using the EEEG/FEPORT Guidelines
may be misleading. Of course, other emissions may be
establish an individual base year and report at least
tackled separately.
the change in [kg/box] compared to the base year. An

annual report of [kg/box] is recommended.

The methodology uses CO2-conversion factors

recommended by the GHP. The CO2 conversion

factors recommended by the GHP are the DEFRA (UK

Department for Environment, Food and Rural

Affairs) factors for all kind of fuels. For electricity, the

individual emission factors of the electricity suppliers

are used. The adoption of common CO2-conversion

factors are important for ensuring consistency in

calculations.

2. Good Practices in Reducing Carbon Emissions

Using the EEEG/FEPORT guidance for Greenhouse Gas Emission Footprinting, a number of terminal operators

have

included their performance in carbon emission reductions in their annual environmental reports or other publications.

Through industry initiatives, terminal operators are taking steps to reduce their emissions in line with the established

EU targets. From the year 2009-2015, it can be clearly displayed that carbon emissions from

terminal using the EEEG/Guidelines have decreased in line

with EU targets (see charts provided).

Transport operators need to also be aware that

they are ultimately responsible for the greening of

the entire transport chain. For this reason, amongst others,

FEPORT has been calling for open cooperation between actors in

the transport chain to ensure that a holistic approach is taken in the

greening of the transport chain. All actors in the chain need to ensure that their initiatives to

reduce emissions are not passing on emissions to another actor further down the chain.

FEPORT strongly promotes the use of the EEEG/FEPORT methodology for calculating carbon emissions and remains

committed to open dialogue between all actors of the transport chain in discussions on the greening of logistics.

How

can

Policy

Makers

help?

One of the major questions facing European policy makers

is how can they assist in the reduction of carbon emissions.

The creation of the EEEG guidelines testifies to the

proactive attitude that terminal operators have towards

carbon emissions reduction and their willingness to take

action to monitor the emissions resulting from their

operations. All operators using the EEEG Guidelines have

noted this as being a useful tool in this regard.

Strong dialogue between the EU institutions and industry

can ensure that there is not a duplication of work in this
Chart displaying reductions in CO2 emissions (kgCO2/box)

for Noatum Container Terminal in Valencia

regard. The promotion of industry led methodologies,

which have been tailor made for accuracy, will give

operators the clearest picture of their emissions, and will

allow them to take the necessary steps to reduce their

respective emissions. The EU can assist operators by

promoting and supporting industry good practices.

Chart displaying reductions in CO2 emissions (kgCO2/box)

for EUROGATE in Germany

(Terminals in Hamburg, Bremerhaven, Wilhelmshaven)

Chart displaying reductions in CO2 emissions (kgCO2/box)
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for HHLA in Germany

Renewable

Energies

and

Greening

of

Operations

1. Production of Green Energy

Greening energy production is a major challenge facing society. There is a need to move away from conventional fuels

and towards greener, more renewable sources of energy. Although this is ultimately a task for wider society, terminals

have shown a willingness to contribute through taking measures to ensure they use clean, green fuel where possible. In

some cases, this has come in the form of the creation of green energy sources such as wind turbines. For example, in the

port of Hamburg,

saved energy or generated energy from renewable sources, or by using low-emission technologies, has

amounted for over 60 million kWh per year which accounts for avoiding 76,000 tons of CO2 per year.

Case

Study:

Eurogate

Terminals

–

Hamburg,

Bremerhaven

&

Wilhelmshaven,

Germany

In Germany, Eurogate terminals have installed their own wind turbines in an effort to

green their power supply. It allows the port operator to produce about 18 million kWh

CO2-free electricity annually which is directly consumed at the terminal. Besides a

reduction of about 8.300t CO2, this also means little transportation loss, no stain on the

public grid and protection of the surrounding landscape by using an industrial area for

the power plant.

The Eurogate Terminals have also installed solar panels in their terminals which provide

about 67,000 kWh CO2 free electricity. Like the wind turbines, the energy produced by

the solar panels is directly consumed at the terminal.

Solar panels and wind turbines installed at Eurogate terminals in Germany in order to green power supply
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Good

Practice:

HHLA–

Hamburg,

Germany

HHLA’s Container Terminal Tollerort admin and maintenance building

is heated by the use of CO2 free biogas from the nearby Hamburg sewage

plant. The biogas heats up water which is then pumped through a 1 km

long pipeline and through a heat exchanger used for heating and hot

water. This accounts for a reduction of CO2 emissions by 1.000 tonnes.

On the roof of HHLA’s Container Terminal Tollerort maintenance

building, a solar power plant is installed which produces 115.000 kWh of

electricity annually. Half of this amount is used to power the fleet of 24

pure electric cars which refuel next to the building.
Solar panels installed at HHLA terminal in Hamburg, Germany

NPG fermentation unit on the Antwerp Gateway terminal, Belgium

Good

Practice:

DP

World

–

Antwerp,

Sustainable investment in windmills in the Port of Antwerp , Belgium

Belgium

In order to meet its own requirements for electricity and to lower CO2 emissions, DP

World Antwerp has built a NPG fermentation unit on the Antwerp Gateway terminal.

85% of electricity consumed on site comes directly from the NPG fermentation unit.

By constructing a windmill in cooperation with the Antwerp Port Authority, DP World

Antwerp also wants to increase the amount of green electricity up to more than 95% of

the total energy consumption.

Since 2011, DP World Antwerp has an energy management system (ISO 50001) with an

energy plan that includes objectives for improving energy efficiency. Internal and

external audits are used to check whether these objectives are met, and to make

adjustments where necessary.
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2. Greening of Port Equipment

“E”

Yard

Equipment

The use of “E” yard equipment (e.g RTGs powered by electicity) is growing among the main operators. The use of “E” yard

equipment allows an operator to switch from traditional diesel powered vehicles to electric vehicles. By using

“E” yard equipment, operators can take concrete steps to reduce consumption whilst ensuring a high level of

productivity. “E” yard equipment can also play a key role in reducing noise pollution.

Good

Practice:

APM

Terminals

–

Rotterdam,

Netherlands

APM Terminals in Rotterdam currently uses a fleet of 62 battery-

powered lift-AGVs (automated guided vehicles) for moving containers

from point to point within the terminal which allows for a high level of

productivity whilst minimalizing its environmental impact. Through

the deployment of battery-powered AGV’s, the terminal is working

towards the elimination of all local emissions in the terminal, whilst also

greatly reducing noise pollution. The AGV battery back lasts for 8 hours,

after which point, it can be replaced.

APMT's battery-powered lift-AGV, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Good

Practice:

HHLA

–

Hamburg,

Germany

HHLA’s fleet of 70 pure electric vehicles are powered by renewable

electricity and are a quiet, low-maintenance solution which does not

generate any local emissions. The electric vehicles which are mainly

used for passenger transport on the terminals cover a distance of

some 500,000 km each year and thus reduce CO2 emissions by

approx. 160 tonnes.

HHLA pure electric vehicle, Hamburg, Germany
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Legislative

Initiatives

–

Non

Road

Mobile

Machinery

Regulation

FEPORT has supported the adoption of the Commission

proposed Regulation on Emission limits and type-approval

for internal combustion engines for non-road mobile

machinery. The Regulation will set high regulatory

standards for all new engines for non-road vehicles

(such as most port equipment) entering the market. This

will ensure that more polluting port equipment is phased

out in favour of greener engines.

FEPORT believes the Regulation will lead to real environment

benefits whilst also allowing for port operators to plan for the

future when upgrading their fleets.

Alternative

Fuels

Terminal operators are currently exploring the possibility of using alternative fuels in terminal equipment. By doing so,

terminals can diversify their fuel source and take concrete steps towards energy efficiency. Terminal operators are, at

this moment in time, proactive in testing alternative fuels within their terminals, with the ultimate objective being to

introduce cleaner fuels into their operations.

Good

Practice:

Noatum

Terminal

–

Valencia,

Spain

Noatum Container Terminal Valencia is currently in the pilot phase of

the deployment of LNG terminal tractors. By using LNG powered

terminal tractors, the terminal can reduce CO2 emissions from terminal

tractors by 25%. In 2012, is has been documented that terminal tractor

emissions accounted for 23% of total CO2 tonnes generated by Noatum

Container Terminal Valencia. Should the pilot phase be successful, and

prove to be a feasible alternative to traditional fuel sources, full

deployment of LNG terminal tractors will become possible at a wide scale.

LNG powered terminal tractors enabling Noatum Terminal
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in Valencia (Spain) to reduce CO2 emissions from terminal tractors by 25%
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Energy

Efficiency

Introduction

Another key aspect of reducing total emissions is decreasing the energy requirements to carry out operations. Put simply,

the less energy required to carry out an operation, the less emissions there are arising from said operation. Terminals have

a vested interest in reducing their energy requirements, and subsequently their emissions, as energy consumption is a

cost. Terminals have proven to be innovative and proactive in energy efficiency measures such as the utilization of green

lighting on their terminals and training courses intended to educate terminal staff in how to operators port equipment in

an energy efficient manner.

1. Lighting

Terminals throughout the European Union are working towards the development and deployment of green

infrastructure. The use of LED lights throughout terminals are becoming commonplace and green buildings are being

developed to house operator staff. The use of LED lights has not only lead to significant energy savings (in some cases,

up to 80%), but also to increased safety. The use of LED lighting increases safety in terminals, as the light has more depth

and makes it easier to identify colours.

Good

Practice:

Rietlanden

Terminals

–

Amsterdam,

Netherlands

The Rietlanden terminals Amsterdam are one of the major bulk terminals

in the Netherlands and receive over 7 million tonnes of coal a year.

Significantly, the Rietlanden terminals are also the first terminals to be lit

exlusively by LED lighting. The Rietlanden Terminals have switched their

terminals to LED which has led to a reduction of 60-70% energy savings in

comparison with old yellow gas lamps. The LED lights can also be dimmed

and controlled directly from the terminals IT systems, leading to maximum

efficiency and minimalizes light pollution.

Terminal Dynamic Lighting (SEA-Lightning)
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2. Green Training

Green training is becoming more commonplace as operators have begun to train staff to operate vehicles in an energy

efficient manner. This all leads to emission reductions within European terminals. Green training is also essential to

train port workers how to safely operate green vehicles which, in some cases, can be notably different to traditional

diesel powered vehicles.

Good

Practice:

CMP

Terminals

–

Copenhagen

&

Malmo,

Denmark

&

Sweden

CMP (Copenhagen Malmo Port) has introduced an ECO Driving

programme for all its terminal employees. The programme was introduced

to assist in reducing the terminals burden on the environment by driving

more economically and therefore also reducing expenditure on fuel and

wear-and-tear on the vehicles. ECO Driving has assisted in contributing to

reduced fuel consumption by 10-15 % a year on average over the last

number of years.

Example of terminal operation, ECT Terminal, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Legislative

Initiatives

–

Energy

Efficiency

Directive

In 2012, the European Union established a set

of binding measures to help the EU reach its

20% energy efficiency target by 2020.

Under

the Directive, large companies are

compelled to make audits of their energy

consumption to help them identify ways

reduce it. Most

terminal operators

pean Union are defined as large

to

in the

Euro-

companies under

the Directive.

FEPORT members are committed to complying with the Directive and have been

proactive in establishing methods to audit their energy consumption. The EEEG/FEPORT

Guidelines for Greenhouse Gas Emission Footprinting is a clear example of this.
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Terminal

Corporate

Social

Responsibility

Introduction

There is a need by both cities and terminal operators to be aware of each other’s existence. On the one hand, cities need

to be aware that ports are industrial areas. Being an industrial area, there will be noise pollution and odours that may

originate from the port. Cities need to bare this in mind when planning city and residential developments. On the other

hand, ports need to be aware that they need to take measures to ensure that they are minimising disturbances. Terminal

operators have proven to be extremely proactive in reducing not only their own impact on the local community, but also

the impact other actors using the port.

1. Noise

One of the major disturbances in the port area is related to noise

pollution. The noise created by terminal operations is usually not the

most common problem in relation to noise pollution, but rather the noise

created by vessels calling at terminals. This is because the noise created by

vessels is usually of a low decimal and can carry over a large distance. In cases

where terminals share a direct environment with the local city, terminals are taking

steps to not only protect the local community from noise pollution created by their ope-

rations, but also those of all actors using the terminal.

Good

Practice:

Contship

Italia

Terminal

–

La

Spezia,

Italy

In La Spezia, Contship Italia installed noise receptors in the direct area surrounding their

terminal. The noise receptors found that when there was no vessel at the terminal, noise

pollution was limited. However, when 2 vessels were visiting the terminal, noise pollution

was found to be significant. When 4 vessels visiting the terminal, noise pollution was

found to be high. Contship Italia has subsequently invested in a noise barrier which assists

in minimalizing the impact on the local environment. With the noise barrier, noise

pollution from 4 vessels calling is a similar level to noise pollution from 2 vessels calling

without a noise barrier in place.

The use of alternative fuels by shipping lines (for instance; LNG) would further assistance

in reducing noise pollution. The terminal cannot be ultimately responsible for emissions

they are not creating, but the case of La Spezia displays that terminals take the concerns of

local inhabitants seriously.

Noise-protection measures and their environmental and landscaping
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impact at Contship Italia Terminal

Source: Riqualificazione funzionale architettonica dell'interfaccia Porto-Città della Spezia.

in La Spezia, Italy

Link to the document.

2. Lighting

Example of LED Lighting

at Marsaxlokk Terminal

in Malta

Due to the fact that vessels can arrive at a terminal at any time during the day or

night, joined with the fact that in some cases it can take over 24 hours to unload a

vessel, terminals need to be active 24 hours a day. Obviously, to be active, terminals need

to provide sufficient lighting to ensure that their staff can carry out their duties in a safe

manner. That being said, terminals are aware that light pollution may be a disturbance for

those living in the port area and are actively taking steps to ensure that light pollution from the

terminal is minimised.

Good

Practice:

Terminal

Link

–

Malta

The terminal is located in vicinity of Marsaxlokk town, and is continuously

operated on a 24/7 basis. In order to meet its own requirements,

the terminal decided to reduce the impact of the continuous lighting on

local residents. This is done by a number of measures included the use of

LED lighting and having the lighting installed at angles which minimise

light pollution. After further studies, it was decided to change all lightings

by new “cut-off lighting system” which has dramatically reduce the lighting

impact for the residents.

3. Air and Water Quality

Terminals are aware that some cargoes being unloaded and loaded can have a harmful or disturbing impact upon the local

environment. For instance, excessive dust arising from the terminal can be disturbing for local residents. Bulk cargoes spilt

during unloading can also have a harmful impact on the water quality in the ports area. For this reason, terminals are

proactive in taking measures to minimise any potential impacts on air and water quality during cargo handling

operations.

Good

Practice:

Dry

Bulk

Terminals

Terminal

–

Antwerp,

Belgium

Euroports has invested heavily in dust reduction measures for dry bulk handling

over the past few years. Examples include working with closed and half open grabs,

fitting wind screens on unloading bunkers, spray systems activated by sensors

when the grab descends into the bunker, sensors to automatically limit the heights

that goods fall through, dust extraction systems, closed transport systems with

fixed and mobile dust extraction at either end, loading bellows and cascade chutes

for loading barges, specially designed container filling systems, and extractors on

bagging machines. These measures create a win-win situation for all parties: much

less dust is caused and less amounts of products are lost, there is less cleaning of

quays, the work conditions for port workers are improved, there are fewer

transport movements and finally there are fewer emissions into the air and water.
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Good

Practice:

Contship

Italia

Terminal

–

La

Spezia,

Italy

Since 2003, La Spezia Container Terminal, in cooperation with a local enterprise,

has been using a specially made product named “Biofix” to prevent excessive dust

pollution during operations. The product is mixed with water and spayed on the

yard before operations. The compound used is 95% water and creates a microfilm

which limits dust pollution.

Moreover, some enzymes present in the compound ensure a significant reduction

of pollutants in the dust itself. At a later stage, the microfilm is destroyed by
A specially made product being spayed on the yard before

mechanical sweeping or by rain. Used on a large scale (twice a week) such

operations to prevent excessive dust pollution,

La Spezia

Container Terminal, Italy

technology has allowed a very consistent decrease in PM10 pollution, moving

from an average of more than 82 kg/m3 to an average of 45 kg/m3.

Good

Practice:

Luka

Koper

Terminal

–

Koper,

Slovenia

Engaged in the development of new technological solutions which would

contribute to environmental protection, TOC was co-founded by Luka Koper

in conjunction with a number of other partners and the support of Koper

municipality. It carries out research in areas involving technology and ecology,

with particular emphasis on renewable energy sources, natural resources,

waste management solutions, and the preservation of marine and coastal

ecosystems.

Waste management solutions

at Luka Koper Terminal,

Koper, Slovenia
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4. Educational Initiatives

Many terminal operators are actively engaging in industry initiatives to promote environmental awareness and make a

sustainable difference in the communities in which they operate. Terminals play an important focal point in their local

communities and are active with many other local businesses and transport operators. By engaging in industry initia-

tives to promote environmental sustainability, terminals can play a useful role in greening their community and the

wider logistics chain.

Good

Practice:

Go

Green

Week

–

Rotterdam,

Netherlands

DP World, Hutchison Port Holdings Limited (HPH), APM Terminals, PSA International

and Shanghai International Port Group (SIPG) – five of the world’s largest port

operators, in cooperation with the Port of Rotterdam, launched the “Go Green”

campaign from 14-21 September 2015. The campaign focused on three main themes: re-

use and recycling, climate change and the local communities. Throughout the

campaign, the operators cooperated with local businesses to tackle and raise awareness

for these issues.

The campaign also worked towards identifying local business partners to assist in

creating and upgrading local green spaces, launching educational programmes,

adopting waste recycling measures and community engagement.

Good

Practice:

VOKA-ALFAPORT

–

Antwerp,

Belgium

Antwerp Port Authority, the Left Bank Development Corporation and

VOKA-Alfaport have published the Sustainable Enterprise Guide. This

Sustainable Enterprise Guide represents a knowledge centre covering all

the sustainable initiatives in the port of Antwerp. They are convinced that

it can inspire the companies to go for sustainable enterprise. The guide

includes "quick wins" that companies can easily adopt, together with links

to useful websites. There are also testimonials with practical examples from

within the port.
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Founded in 1993,

FEPORT

represents the interests of

the terminal operators and stevedoring companies performing

operations and carrying out activities in the seaports

of the European Union.

FEPORT membership consists of large, multinational terminal

operating companies and national associations from the

individual European Union member states.

The organization’s aim is to promote the interests of FEPORT’s members

and to maintain constant dialogue with all EU institutional

and non-institutional stakeholders.
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linkedin.com/company/feport
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